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Abstract. Feature selection is crucial to tumor classification due to the high
dimensionality of microarray datasets. With the aid of the degree of differential
prioritization (DDP) between relevance and antiredundancy, our proposed
DDP-based feature selection technique is capable of achieving better accuracies
than those reported in previous studies, while using fewer genes in the predictor
set. Additionally, we discovered a strong correlation between the DDP
parameter in our feature selection technique and the number of classes in the
dataset. This leads us to question if the measure of relevance in our feature
selection technique becomes less efficient at capturing the class-specific
relevance for each individual class of the dataset as the number of classes
increases. In this study, we analyze the class-specific relevance of the predictor
sets found using our feature selection technique. The analysis ultimately lays
down the theoretical foundation for a beneficial improvement to our feature
selection technique.

1 Introduction
The objective of feature selection is to form a subset of features, which would yield
the optimal estimate of classification accuracy. This subset of features is termed the
predictor set. The three levels of filter-based feature selection for tumor classification
can be summarized as follows: 1) no selection, 2) based on relevance alone, and
finally, 3) based on relevance and redundancy. Relevance measures the ability of the
predictor set to distinguish among samples of different classes. Redundancy indicates
the amount of similarity among the members of the predictor set.
Previous studies [1, 2] have based their filter-based feature selection techniques on
the concept of relevance and redundancy having equal role in the formation of a good
predictor set. On the other hand, using a simple 2-class problem, it has been
demonstrated that seemingly redundant features may improve the discriminant power
of the predictor set instead [3], although it remains to be seen if this also applies in
cases of multiclass domains.
In [4], we introduced a third element: the relative importance placed between
relevance vs. redundancy. We call this element the degree of differential priorJ.C. Rajapakse, L. Wong, and R. Acharya (Eds.): PRIB 2006, LNBI 4146, pp. 60 – 70, 2006.
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itization (DDP). DDP compels the search method to prioritize the optimization of one
of the two elements (relevance or redundancy) at the cost of the optimization of
the other.
The effectiveness of our DDP-based feature selection technique on the tumor
classification of five multiclass microarray datasets has been reported in [4].
However, after adding two datasets into the collection of benchmark datasets, we
observe indubitable correlations between several aspects of classification performance
against the number of classes of the dataset – which bring on two hypotheses
regarding the limitations of the DDP-based feature selection technique. To prove
these hypotheses, an in-depth analysis of the predictor sets produced by the DDPbased feature selection technique is conducted.
The contributions of this paper are twofold. Firstly, we identify the source of the
limitations of the DDP-based feature selection technique. Secondly, the weakness of
the widely-used multiclass target class concept is depicted with the support of results
from experiments on the benchmark datasets and cemented with the aid of the optimal
value of the DDP for each of these datasets. At the same time, we present the case for
using class-specific relevance scores in place of the all-classes-at-once relevance
score in order to improve the feature selection technique.
We will begin with a brief description of the DDP-based feature selection
technique, followed by a summary of the results, which leads to the hypotheses
regarding the limitations of the DDP-based feature selection technique. From there,
we present the analysis on the class-specific relevance of the predictor sets, discuss
the results of the analysis, and state our conclusion.

2 DDP-Based Feature Selection Technique
The training set, T, consists of N genes and Mt training samples. Sample j is
represented by vector xj containing the expression of the N genes [x1,j,…, xN,j]T and
scalar yj representing the class the sample belongs to. For microarray datasets, the
term gene and feature may be used interchangeably. The multiclass target class
concept y is defined as [y1, …, yMt], yj∈[1,K] in a K-class dataset. From the total of N
genes, the objective is to form the subset of P genes, called the predictor set S, which
would give the optimal classification accuracy.
The DDP-based predictor set scoring method measures the goodness of predictor
set S as follows.

W A,S = (VS ) α ⋅ (U S ) 1−α ,

(1)

where the power factor α ∈ (0, 1] denotes the degree of differential prioritization
between maximizing relevance and maximizing antiredundancy.
VS is the measure of relevance for the candidate predictor set S. It is taken as the
average of the score of relevance, F(i) of all members of S [2]:

VS =

1
∑ F (i ) .
S i∈S

(2)
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The individual relevance score, F(i), indicates the correlation of gene i to the target
class concept y, i.e., the ability of gene i to distinguish among samples from K
different classes at once. A popular parameter for computing F(i) is the BSS/WSS
(between-groups sum of squares/within-groups sum of squares) ratio used in [2, 5].
For gene i,
2
∑ ∑ I ( y j = k )( xik − xi• )

Mt K

F (i ) =

j =1k =1
Mt K

2
∑ ∑ I ( y j = k )(xij − xik )

(3)

j =1k =1

where I(.) is an indicator function returning 1 if the condition inside the parentheses is
true, otherwise it returns 0. xi• is the average of the expression of gene i across all
training samples, while xik is the average of the expression of gene i across training
samples belonging to class k. The BSS/WSS ratio, first used in [5] for multiclass
tumor classification, is a modification of the F-ratio statistics for one-way ANOVA
(Analysis of Variance).
US is the measure of antiredundancy for the candidate predictor set S.
US =

1

∑

1 − R(i, j ) .
S 2 i , j∈S ,i ≠ j

(4)

R(i,j) is the Pearson product moment correlation coefficient between genes i and j.
Larger US indicates lower average pairwise similarity in S, and hence, less amount of
redundancy among the members of S.
A predictor set found using larger value of α has more features with strong
relevance to the target class concept, but also more redundancy among these features.
Conversely, a predictor set obtained using smaller value of α contains less
redundancy among its member features, but at the same time also has fewer features
with strong relevance to the target class concept.
For predictor set search, the linear incremental search method [2] is used, where
the first member of S is chosen by selecting the gene with the highest F(i) score. To
find the second and the subsequent members of the predictor set, the remaining genes
are screened one by one for the gene that would give the maximum WA,S. The
procedure is terminated when P has reached Pmax (arbitrarily user-determined). This
search method has a computational complexity of O(NPmax) [2].
2.1 Experiment Settings

Different values of α from 0.1 to 1 were tested with equal intervals of 0.1. The Fsplits procedure is employed in evaluating the performance of a predictor set of a
certain size P and produced using a certain value of α. Using F different splits of
training and test sets, the accuracies from all splits are averaged to give an indication
of the performance of the predictor set. Optimal predictor sets ranging from sizes
P=2,3,…,Pmax were formed in each split. Pmax and F are set to 100 and 10
respectively in this study. The microarray datasets used as benchmark datasets: GCM
[6], NCI60 [7], lung [8], MLL [9], AML/ALL [10], PDL [11] and SRBC [12]
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datasets, are described in Table 1. Datasets are preprocessed and normalized based on
the recommended procedures in [5] for Affymetrix and cDNA microarray data.
Except for the GCM dataset, where the original ratio of training to test set size [6]
is maintained to enable comparison with previous studies, for all datasets we use the
standard 2:1 split ratio. DAGSVM [13], an all-pairs SVM-based multiclassifier, is
used for performance evaluation.
Table 1. Descriptions of benchmark datasets
Dataset
GCM
NCI60
PDL
Lung
SRBC
MLL
AML/ALL

Type
Affymetrix
cDNA
Affymetrix
Affymetrix
cDNA
Affymetrix
Affymetrix

N
10820
7386
12011
1741
2308
8681
3571

K
14
8
6
5
4
3
3

Training:test set
144:54
40:20
166:82
135:68
55:28
48:24
48:24

2.2 Size-Averaged Accuracy and α*

For all predictor sets found using a particular value of α, we plot the estimate of
accuracy obtained from the 10-splits procedure against the value of P of the
corresponding predictor set (Figure 1a). The size-averaged accuracy for that value of
α is the area under the curve in Figure 1a divided by the number of predictor sets,
(Pmax–1).
0.8
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Fig. 1. a) Area under the accuracy-predictor set size curve; b) α* vs. K

The value of α associated with the highest size-averaged accuracy is deemed the
empirical optimal value of the DDP or the empirical estimate of α*. Where there is a
tie in terms of the highest size-averaged accuracy between different values of α, the
empirical estimate of α* is taken as the average of those values of α.
Figure 1b shows the value of α* from each dataset plotted against the value of K
from corresponding datasets. We observe that as K increases, placing more
emphasis on maximizing antiredundancy produces better accuracy than placing
more emphasis on relevance. Maximizing antiredundancy becomes less important as
K decreases – therefore supporting the assertion in [3] that redundancy does not
hinder the discriminant power of the predictor set when K is 2. Conversely, in order
to get the best size-averaged accuracy as K increases, the predictor set scoring method
has to decrease the emphasis on relevance.
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Figure 2a indicates that overall accuracy (represented by the highest size-averaged
accuracy) deteriorates as K increases.
2.3 Class Accuracy

1

(a)
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K

Range of Class
Accuracy

Highest Sizeaveraged Accuracy

This is computed in the same way as the size-averaged accuracy, except that we
compute the class-specific accuracy for each class of the dataset. Hence there are a
total of K class accuracies for a K-class dataset. For the sake of brevity, the plot for
individual class accuracy from each class is not shown, but the trend is the same as
shown by size-averaged accuracy in Figure 2a. The class accuracy of majority of
classes in the dataset decreases as K increases.
To measure the balance among classes in terms of class accuracy, the range of
class accuracy is used. First, we compute the class accuracy for each class using the
optimal DDP value of the dataset, α*. Then, the range of class accuracy is computed
by subtracting the worst class accuracy from the best class accuracy among the
classes in the dataset. The plot of the range of class accuracy against the value of K of
the corresponding datasets (Figure 2b) shows that as K increases, the imbalance
among classes in terms of class accuracy also increases.
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Fig. 2. a) Highest size-averaged accuracy and b) range of class accuracy vs. K

Therefore, the greater difference in class accuracy among classes and generally
smaller class accuracy for majority of classes as K increases causes the deterioration
of overall accuracy as K increases.

3 Analyzing the Predictor Sets
Two hypotheses are formed based on the results presented in the previous section:
1. Based on the results in Section 2.2: The measure of relevance computed based on y
is not efficient enough to capture the class-specific relevance of a feature when K is
larger than 6.
2. Based on the results in Sections 2.2 and 2.3: For each class of the dataset, classspecific relevance is essential to achieving good class accuracy, which, along with
the class accuracies from other classes, contributes to the overall accuracy.
In this section we present the analyses implemented in order to prove both
hypotheses.
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3.1 OVA (One-vs.-All)-Based Relevance of the Predictor Sets

The target class concept currently used in the DDP-based feature selection technique,
y, is multiclass; there is only one target class concept for all K classes. The measure
of relevance computed based on y is also termed all-classes-at-once relevance. OVA
(one-vs.-all)-based target class concept, on the other hand, is binary; there is one
target class concept for each of the K classes in the dataset, making for a total of K
binary target class concepts. Therefore, the relevance computed based on one of these
binary target class concepts is called class-specific relevance.
For class k (k = 1, 2, …, K), the OVA-based target class concept is represented by

[

y k = y k ,1

]

y k , 2 K y k ,M t ,

(5)

where

⎧1 if
yk , j = ⎨
⎩2 if

yj = k
yj ≠ k

.

(6)

The score of relevance of gene i for class k, F(i,k), is given as follows.

∑∑ I (y k , j = q )(xiq − xi• ) 2
Mt

F (i, k ) =

2

j =1 q =1

∑∑ (
Mt

2

j =1 q =1

)(

I y k , j = q x ij − x iq

)

.

(7)

2

I(.) returns 1 if the condition inside the parentheses is true, otherwise it returns 0. xi •
is the average of the expression of gene i across all training samples. xiq is the
average of the expression of gene i across training samples belonging to class k when
q is 1. When q is 2, the value xiq is the average of the expression of gene i across
training samples not belonging to class k.
Figure 3 shows the procedure involved in analyzing the OVA-based relevance of
predictor sets of size 100 obtained from different values of α. TCk,S(100,α) is the splitaveraged OVA-based relevance of the predictor set of size 100 found using the
differential prioritization factor α for class k. We arbitrarily use the size of 100
because this is the value of Pmax used in the evaluating our feature selection technique
on the datasets. Fixing the predictor set size and the number of top features on the
F(i,k) ranking to be counted in the predictor set at any other number does not
significantly change the conclusions of the analysis.
For each class in a dataset, we average the values of TCk,S(100,α) across the tested
range of α. Let us denote this average as TCk,S(100,avg). To succinctly analyze the
behavior of TCk,S(100,α) across classes and different values of α, we plot three
parameters against corresponding value of α (Figure 4).
1. The TCk,S(100,α) values from the class which produces the maximum TCk,S(100,avg)
2. The TCk,S(100,α) values from the class which produces the minimum TCk,S(100,avg)
3. The TCk,S(100,α) values from the class which produces the median TCk,S(100,avg)
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Fig. 3. Analyzing OVA-based relevance

among all the classes in the dataset. In case of even K, we take the average of the
TCk,S(100,α) values from the two classes which produce the median TCk,S(100,avg).
There are two important observations to be made from Figure 4. Firstly, in an
ideal situation, the difference between the largest and smallest TCk,S(100,α)
across classes should be 0. However, even at the smallest tested value of α,
difference between largest and smallest TCk,S(100,α) is greater than 8 for all datasets.
For five of the datasets, the median-TCk,S(100,avg) plot lies closer to the minimumTCk,S(100,avg) plot than the maximum-TCk,S(100,avg) plot. For the remaining two
datasets, the median-TCk,S(100,avg) plot is halfway between the two other plots.
Secondly, TCk,S(100,α) is often larger for datasets with smaller K than datasets with
larger K.
The first observation indicates that the OVA-based relevance of predictor sets
found using the DDP-based feature selection technique is imbalanced among different
classes for each benchmark dataset, especially in predictor sets where the emphasis on
the all-classes-at-once relevance are large (α greater than 0.7). It also bears out the
claim that the all-classes-at-once relevance score does not capture the OVA-based
relevance well for majority of the classes in each benchmark dataset. The second
observation tells us that the all-classes-at-once relevance score becomes less efficient
at capturing the OVA-based relevance for all classes as the number of classes in the
dataset increases. These two observations support the first hypothesis stated earlier in
this section.

TCk,S(100,α)
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Fig. 4. Statistics from TCk,S(100,α) plotted against corresponding value of α

3.2 OVA-Based Relevance and Class Accuracy

For each value of α and each class of a dataset, we plot the class accuracy obtained
from that value of α against corresponding value of TCk,S(100,α) (Figure 5). At first,
class accuracy climbs rapidly as TCk,S(100,α) increases. However, when TCk,S(100,α)
reaches a certain ‘limiting’ value, class accuracy begins to stagnate or even deteriorate
in some datasets (e.g., NCI60, MLL and AML/ALL).
The stagnation or deterioration in class accuracy with respect to TCk,S(100,α) can be
explained by the fact that as the number of features with high F(i,k) scores increases,
the likelihood of these features being strongly correlated to each other also increases.
This leads to lower level of antiredundancy in the predictor set, and hence, the
resulting plateau/degeneration in class accuracy.
The correlation between OVA-based relevance (as represented by TCk,S(100,α)) and
corresponding class accuracy indicates that to a certain extent (as limited by redundancy
in the predictor set), large TCk,S(100,α) is beneficial for the class accuracy of the
corresponding class. This confirms the second hypothesis stated earlier in this section.
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Fig. 5. Class accuracy plotted against corresponding value of TCk,S(100,α)

Proving the two hypotheses gives us indications on the areas we need to improve
on in the DDP-based feature selection technique. In order to eliminate or at least
alleviate the adverse effect of increasing K on overall accuracy, we need to fine-tune
the DDP-based feature selection technique so that it becomes more capable of finding
predictor sets which contain high level of TCk,S(100,α) (OVA-based relevance) for all
classes in a dataset, while at the same time having minimal difference between the
largest and the smallest TCk,S(100,α) across all classes.
Therefore, instead of using y (as in the original, all-classes-at-once version of the
DDP-based feature selection technique), the score of relevance for gene i should be
computed using the class-specific relevance, F(i,k), which is defined in equation (7).
The use of class-specific relevance leads to the conception of the OVA version of the
DDP-based feature selection technique [14].
The OVA version of the DDP-based feature selection technique should produce
some improvement in the estimates of overall accuracy and class accuracy for
datasets with relatively large K, such as the GCM and NCI60 datasets. Improvement
is also expected for datasets with smaller K but not as significant as that for the
datasets with larger K (>6). With the current technique, the accuracy for the larger-K
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datasets is much lower than the accuracy for other datasets with smaller K (Figure 2a).
Hence, the improvement expected from the modified feature selection technique will
certainly be highly beneficial.
Tentative results from the OVA version of the DDP-based feature selection
technique compared against the original (all-classes-at-once) DDP-based feature
selection technique are available in [14]. These results confirm the predictions in the
previous paragraph.

4 Conclusions
With the help of the DDP parameter of α, we have identified the source of the
limitations of the DDP-based feature selection technique. The flaw in the widely-used
multiclass target class concept has been proven both empirically through the feature
selection experiments on the benchmark datasets and conceptually through the
analysis of the OVA-based relevance of predictor sets found using our feature
selection technique. The case for using class-specific relevance scores in place of the
all-classes-at-once relevance score in order to improve the technique has also been
proven. By fine-tuning the existing technique, the accuracy will be significantly
improved for multiclass microarray datasets, especially datasets with large number of
classes.
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